TC Exchange - Terms of Use Policy
TC Exchange is the primary source for all news and information related to Trophy Club.
TC Exchange offers an interactive interface where information is published, or posted,
and people can submit moderated comments related to the content and articles.
Content is organized by categories and date and include a wide variety of information;
from town news to NISD happenings.The Town of Trophy Club believes online
conversation is an important community activity and TC Exchange is open to the Trophy
Club community. Moderators encourage community members to submit articles and use
this forum to post comments about TC Exchange news and information topics.
The Town of Trophy Club is not responsible for posts other than those submitted to the
site by authorized Town personnel.
The goals for TC Exchange are to:
 Share community news, information, and input from community members.
 Facilitate a sense of community engagement.
 Provide an official online communication tool for the Town of Trophy Club.
Rules for posting
In order to promote effective communication and maintain a respectful dialogue, the
rules for TC Exchange will maintain a productive and open forum for community
discussion. Moderators use these rules to ensure that posted comments are
constructive and suitable for all readers, while respecting a range of opinions, ideas,
and points of view. Posts submitted for publishing are reviewed by a moderator for
appropriate content and consideration.
News portal submissions can be sent to: TCExchange@trophyclub.org. Please review
the terms of use before submitting content and commenting on posts. All content,
comments and replies posted are subject to Texas public information laws.
Moderators will post articles that comply with the following rules:







Comments and articles must be within the scope of the categories on TC
Exchange, and relate to the Trophy Club community.
Do not impersonate another person. Falsely representing another person is
illegal and will lead to being banned from TC Exchange. Comments and articles
cannot be submitted on behalf of anyone else and the author cannot speak for
others.
Comments and articles must be civil. They must not contain malicious, offensive,
harassing, vulgar, threatening, profane or insulting language.
Comments and articles attacking another participant or participants will not be
tolerated.
Information about locating and sharing knowledge is welcomed, but within the
specific discussion provided here. The Town has exclusive right to provide links
to third party websites. Links to political sites will not be allowed.













Advertising or promotional announcements are not permitted. Event or
publication announcements are permitted if they have direct relevance to the
subject of discussion and to the Town of Trophy Club.
You are legally responsible for what you write in this space and it must not
breach any law, confidentiality or copyright. Because you are responsible for your
statements, be careful about exaggeration, innuendo, etc.
This is a forum for community issues and not for electoral campaign purposes.
Such messages will not be published.
Keep content positive and constructive – information shared should have value
and be useful for Trophy Club community members.
Comments and articles containing information that cannot be verified will be
removed by the moderator until fact verification occurs.
The moderator reserves the right to delay posting of any article and/or comment
until fact verification has been completed.
You may be temporarily or permanently excluded from this dialogue space if you
act contrary to these rules and to the spirit of this online forum.
Do not include personally identifiable information with articles or comments, such
as address, phone number, social security number or other sensitive information.
Anonymous articles and/or comments will not be accepted. You must be
registered to post comments on TC Exchange.

Articles



Article submissions can be no greater than 600 words. Please submit a
photo/graphic that coincides with the submitted article, otherwise the moderator
reserves the right to select a graphic for the article.
Since local governmental entities and appointed boards, commissions and
corporations take action as a body, no one individual elected or appointed official
can post articles on TC Exchange.

Comments


Try to keep comments short and concise. Comments on articles can be no
greater than 150 words.

The Town reserves the right to discontinue the article and comment submission portion
of this blog site if the submissions are not related to Town business, the Town
experiences habitual abusers of the rules listed above or review of article and comment
submissions become too time consuming.

